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Making use of the Faddeev equations, the problem of o|ie lambda 
hyperon and two nucleon tjiree body system is worked ovtt with the 
interactions botwoen each pair of particles determimxi by the local 
Hulthon Potential. TJie potentials between the pairs of particles 
are taken to be .y-wav(^  charges symmetric. The Hilbert-Schmidt 
separable (expansion of the two body f-matrix projects the Faddeev 
equations in a sot of one dimensional coupled integral equations. 
With thi»s approach w^ e have calculatc’d  the values o f the binding 
energy of the A hyperon in for different sets of the low -energy 
A~N parameters.
1. Introduction
The non-relativistic three-bod}^ problem is w i^dely investigated with the applica­
tion of Faddeev's (19()la, 1961b, 1963) set of integral equations, which have 
unique mathematical solution. Lovelace (1964) reformulated these equations 
in such a way that they lead more directly to th(i ^mat^ix of the tliree body 
system, A practical solution is usually obtained for separable two particle 
potentials only.
In this paper w^ e have made a study of the Anp three body iso-spin zero system 
in doublet and quartet spin states when the two-particle forces are determined 
from the local Hulthon potential. A s(q)arablo form of the tw^ o particle ^matrix 
and consequently of the interactions is most desirable in the three-body theory, 
because it reduces tw^ o continuous integration variables to one. The problem 
is thus to have some sort of an optimal separable representation for the local 
potential under consideration and to use it in the Faddeev equations. Recently 
Home of the methods have benm suggested by Gillespie (1967) and Efimov (1964) 
in which the two-body f-matrix is expanded in separable form. The method 
based on the Hilbert-Schmidt theorem (1931) wherein the expansion of the kernel 
of the Lippmann-Sohwinger equation in terms of its eigen functions is used was 
developed by Weinberg (1963, 1964) to eliminate the divergence of the Born 
series o f the two-body ^matrix,
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Tho problem of the Anp system was investigated in the frame work of the 
Faddoev formalism and the binding energy calculations of aH  ^ were carried 
out by Hethorington et al (1965), Schi(;k et al (1967), Roy Choudhury et al (1973), 
but the two-body potentials used wore tho non-local separable potentials of 
Yamaguchi form. Our rcvsults for the binding energy of aH  ^ with two body 
local Hultlion potential are compared in Section 4 with tho results of Hethorington 
el al (1965) and Roy Choudhury d al (1973) who made use of the non-local 
separal)le potential of Yamaguchi typ(^ .
Each of tli(j thr<H? ])articles in tho hypertritoji is a spin | fermion and the 
t\Ao-body potentials between tho pairs of the particles are taken to be .s-wave 
spin dependent. So tJie spin of tho throe, particle .Anp system is either J or 3/2. 
We neglect tho neutron-proton mass difference and treat the N~N and A~N 
potentials to bo charge syimm4ric. Tn the calculations only throe two-l)ody 
states hav-e been considered. Tlu’.y are the N~N in triplet spin atat<^  and th(^  
A-N in singlet and triplet spin states. Tlu^  mudeons an^  labelled J and 3, tho 
lambda pariicli  ^ is nnmbere.<l 2, the nucleons from tho tw^ o dimensional repre­
sentation of SU(2) and A belongs to th(‘ singlet repiesentation.
2. Two B o d y  / -M a t r i x  w i t h  H u l t h e n  P o t e n t i a l s
The two-body potentials in all tlie tlireo cluuinels are chosen to bo of Hultluui 
type which in tlio coiiiiguration space are of the form
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V { r ) (1)
where the parameters and R are different for N-N triplet, A~N singlet and 
A~N triplet interactions. In tho momentum space tho Fourier transform of 
V(r) reads as
6 ') = /ex p  (i(fe—fe').r)F(r)d*r, ... (2)
Its /th partial wave projection is
i'i{k,k’ )--i^d.vVl{k-^-\-k'^-2kk’x)i]Pi{x). ... (3)
This appears in tho kernal of the general Lippmann-Schwinger equation for the 
two body /-matrix off tho energy shell
... (4)
where /t is tho reduced mass of the two interacting partioles and as the two-body 
energy is always negative in our analysis wo have defined it to bo —( ^ /2/t).
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The relation of the partial on shell ^-matrix to the corresponding phase shifts 
is the following one
h {k, k'\ rr: j- sin Bi(k) exp (iSi{k)). ... (6)
As wo aro investigating the bound state problem of the t)^ 3^oo particles, the 
total energy E in the c.m.s. of the threes particles is negative. Thus the two- 
body sub-system can have only negative  ^ energy. Further, sufttx I uill be sup- 
])resaed because wo have taken into account only rs-wave two body interaction. 
As done by Kharchenko & Petrov (1969) following the Hilbort-fJbhmidt method 
(1931) the two-body ^matrix can be expanded in the following sej^ ios in separable 
form
1
’ 3 lV n -m
(6)
The separable expansion of the two-body /-matrix is vc^ ry useful for the 
Uir(H)-body calculatioixs in Faddeev's formalism. Taking more minilier of terms 
in the series (eqn. 6), tJio number of coupled integral equations for three-body 
/-matrix gets increastnl which makes the nunuTical computations more cumber­
some. Details relatcnl to oq. (6) appear in the Appendix. The convergence 
nf expansion (6) is discussed in detail by Kharclieuko r/ al (I960).
Tiio Hulthen potential iiaranieters r and R  for .\-\ singjf't and triplet channels 
lire <‘vahiated from tlu^  nspectivc^ scatt<^ 3‘ing length and (‘ffe(‘tiv(s range by making 
ns(‘ of the following ndations of Kliarclionko el al. (lOtiO)
1
u ^2X7? i: ' I
n .1
2 1^ ) A/?3 ^
3 3 n^(n^-Xf
(7)
lA)i* lambda-uucleon .scattering low-energy paramotors a and r in singlet 
and t riplet spin states, a number of sets are available in the' literature on the basis 
of tlieorotical and experimental invostigatiems. For oiu* analysis ot hypertriton 
pro))lmn, the sets of Hotherington ef al (1965), Alexander et al (1966, 1967, 1968), 
Herndon c / (1967), Beck c/aZ (1965), Fast c/uZ (1969), Dietrich e>/a/(1964), 
Scdii-Zern ei al (1968), do Swart ef al (1962) we have pickenl up. and the corres­
ponding Hultlien potemtial parameters obtained by u>s given in table 3. 
I^ 'or six sots of lambda-nucleon scattering lengths and effective ranges the 
convergence of series (7) is shown in table I and table 2. Table 1 illustrate 
convergence of tho series R/a and table 2 that of rjR upto six terms. How 
the scries for rja converges with n and how it dej>ends on the variation of X{vR^) 
t'ftn be seen in figure 1 ,
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Fip. 1. rja is plotted against X{vH^) for the Hulthen potential. The numbers marked 
on the corresponding c u r v e s  indicate t h e  iiuraber of terms taken in eq. (7) to 
evaluate rfa. Two barriers T and S shown in the figure arc for Herndon and 
Tang's Triplet and Singlet A-N low r n o r g y  parameters for Set I.
3. Three Body Equations and Method for CALCULATiNa B a
In the set of three-body coupled integral equations wo discuss in this section, 
the off->shell two body ^matrix appears in the kernel. Even if wo put the two- 
body f-matrix in one term separable form wo face tlirc^ o coupled integral equa­
tions. The number of coupkxl integral equations multiply further if we take 
into account mori^  miinbt r^ of tonn>s in the separable expansion (6) of the tw^ o 
body /-matrix. ib*esontly, wo are doing the three-body calculations with only 
the first term of oq. (6). The c<?-wave set of integral ocjuations for the Anp 
thH)6 particle scattering matrix obtained from the Ffiddoov type multiple 
scattering analysis by Schick et al (1967) is as follows
K${q, q') K ,f(q ,q ')V 'L iK
y\ 0 ay{q, k)T'^Hk)Rx0{k, q'){2 n)-^m k. (8)
with
Kafiq, q') W  « N  N i , [ _______________ _________ _______  Ino
B a0 +  Kfi
BttR—
I ______ _________  ^ C t 0
+  <^a0 o^ip)
1 log ]
(9)
where,
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: a ^ ^ 2 g q ‘ ^
5., = 3 * + ( -^ )V “W
M , , M,
2m„m^g  ^ 2m.gm,g ^0,g =  E
K , =  2gg'
1
d0
. . .  ( 10)
and
N„ ( l + Q E ) i { l + 2 Q R ) ,
//
( 11)
where Q is connected with two body energy and Q for the two particles in ath 
channel is given by
iV M i« = [ 2 „ , (  - £ + ! , ' « . . .  ( 12)
whore q' is the total inoinentum of th(^  two particles in at}\ channel in c.in.s. of 
the throe particlos.
m^t is the mass of thi\ spectator particle in tJie ath two particle channel, 
M is the total mass of all three particles, M —nig, and — ilf—
The Greek indices in this paper run from 1 to 3 for A-N singlet, N-N triplet and 
A-N triplet interactions respectively.
In oq. (8) the matrix is given by
0 0
T«<»- 0 2^ 0
_  0 0 7-3
(13)
where again subscripts 1, 2, 3 refer to the respective two particle chaimels as 
indicated above, r ’s are related to the respective two-body /-matrices eq. (6) 
when it is truncated after first term. The /-matrix is written after dropping 
the suffix n =  1 for the first term os
<( =  g{h, Q)rg(k', Q), ... (14)
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whero I
T —
[A 7j
and
g{k, (?) -  N(Q)nr-^-p^).
Th© matrix Anp doublet spin state is
1 v/3/2 - x / ^ 1 2  -
V3/2 0
L  -^V3/2 -1 /V 2
and that for quartet spin state is
0 0 0 -1
(15)
(16)
(17)
\W,p1 0
0
0
V2 1
(18)
To find out the binding energy we i^valiuile the Fredholm determinant
<)f the ,v-wavo sot of integral eq. (8) for a givcui value of E and repeat the 
calculations till m'o got the value of K say for which tlio determinant liocomos 
z(?ro. For eacli sc^ t of low fuiergy lambda-nucleon parameters the saim^  pro­
cedure is followed and is found out. Then to got th(' deuteron binding 
(Uiorgy is subtracted out of E^ . '['he N-N triplet spin state Hulthen ])arajneters,
wo have worked witli ar<* fitted to the deuteron binding energy, 2*225 MoV and 
the two nucleon triplet spin state scattering kmgth, 5*878 F and the values of 
those parameters are v -- I *8509 F '^ and li - 0*8708 F.
4. Results and Discussion
Our results for tJu^  three body binding energy of the Anp system are recor­
ded in table 8. Tliis table contains twelv(? sets of low energy lambda-nucleon 
scattering parameters i.e., the scattering length and effective range. The 
Hulthen potential parameters v and B obtained by us are also appearing there. 
Wliile reporting the values of B^  ^ for i^ TP [J ~  |) from the present calculations 
witli two-body local Hulthen potential in Table 8, w^e have also put the B^  ^ values 
obtained when the two-body interactirm is determined by the iion-local separable 
potential of Yamaguchi form by Roy Choudhury et al (1973). As is evident 
from table 8 the general tendency of the local Hulthen potential calculations 
is to suppress the values of 1?^  compared to their counterpaxts obtained from 
NLS potential calculations by Roy Choudhury ft al (1973). The possibility 
of the Anp (*/ =  J) bound state disappeared for the present calculation for the 
sets 7 to 12, Three values of B^ obtained in increasing order axe *009, *096 and
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*163 MoV for the low-ojiergy A-N paramutors of do Swart and Dullojnond (1962), 
Herndon and Tang (1967), and Herndon, Tang and Schmid (1966) respectively. 
The values of B corresponding to tht^  1 and 6 are within the limits of experi- 
mental value (*06i:*06) MeV of Bhom et al (1968).
For Anp system in J — 3/2 state we searched for the bound states corres­
ponding to all the twelve sets but no (evidence is found in favour of it. The 
bound state formation in J — 3/2 state is feasible when the three-body calcula­
tions ar(^  dom* with two terms in (ixpansion (6) of tjie two-body /-matrix. 
Our rttsuhs in cas<t ol J - 3/2 bound statt^  inatcJi with the remarks of Herndon 
cC? Tang (L^ ti8) and Keyes et a (1968).
Sots 9, 10, and 11 are to be discarded because they favoiu* the Anp ground 
state in J — 3/2 state in eontj adictioii to the experimental findings which pro- 
diet J i as tlu^  spin of the J P  ground state (Ravel el al 1966). For these 
thn c^ sets, thc^  attractive forces due to KLS potential was of suffi<nent stx’ongth to 
form the bound state of tlu^  Anp system in J ^  3/2 as well as iji J — J state. 
It is interesling to note that the force diu^  to the Hultjun potential is weaker 
to the extent that lor t]u*,so sets it is not .sufficient to form a bound state even 
in J ~  3/2 spin state.
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Appendix
Similar to the separable expansion of t /  i , i ';  — )the Vi(k, k') of oq.
(3) for ; ^  0 can bo expanded in the soparablo form
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\'{k, k') - ~  2: >i„(Q)g„{k, Q)(j„(k', Q),
tl-1 (Al)
where g„(k, Q) and arc the eigenfunctions and eigenvalues as appearing 
in the equation
2 ^ 2  /  f (k, q)(gi ^.Qi) g „{Q )g „{k , Q ). ... (A2)
The orthonormal property of the ligeu functions is given by equation
j 00
2^* (f Q)(k^ (^ )^~ k^^&k — S„'„. . . (A3)
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Tho series for /-matrix (6) and for kernel (Al) converges absolutely and 
uniformly with respect to both tho variables k and k', (Kharchenko et al 19(59).
The explicit expressions for and g„ are as follows
riM ) 1, X  -  and 2/^F„
9„{k. Q) --  C„(Q) s  A M ^ V y - \ Q W
A n .(Q ) - i~ lY  '' n  - - - %  ’„,1 7t I-0 --1
o„HQ) = nnX^^-^R
'/i(n '
n XR
/< >h{Q)-
f 7/2„(<?) "n ri,H Q )] 1.
I I'-l
(A4)
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